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Slovenia 

 Internet Classroom  

 

General Information 

Name of the ILE: Internet Classroom 

Location/Address: PRIMARY SCHOOL ŠKOFJA LOKA – MESTO, Šolska ulica 1, 4220 Škofja Loka 

Website: http://www.o-sl-mesto.kr.edus.si/moodle/. 

  

This school uses a virtual learning environment (“e-classroom”) to individualize student 

learning, foster creativity and innovation, and to improve the safe and critical use of ICT 

in students aged 8 to 15. Students work individually or in pairs on materials and tests that 

their teachers designed in order to reach goals determined by the official curriculum. The 

work with the younger students focuses at students’ computer literacy, whereas older 

students increasingly use the digital tools for subject-oriented learning. Teachers can see 

when individual pupils performed which activities in the e-classroom, and the classrooms 

are open to parents who want to check what activities are going on. Communication tools 

like chat rooms and forums allow interactions between pupils and teachers.  

Main Focus of Innovation: RESOURCES, ORGANISATION 

Other keywords: technology-rich 

 

http://www.o-sl-mesto.kr.edus.si/moodle/
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Rationale 

Why do you suggest that it should be included in the project? How does it respond to 21
st
 century 

learning challenges? 

 

The PS Škofja Loka–Mesto “E-classroom” offers pupil’s diverse activities and actions for a more in-depth 

process of learning and the opportunities to use different learning paths to knowledge. Virtual 

environment, where it is established, enables optimisation of learning environment both for the gifted 

pupils as well as for those with learning difficulties, since the former and the latter much more easily adjust 

their ways of learning to the individual capabilities. The use of ICT (IST – Information Society 

Technology) gives pupils support in their creativity and innovation. It raises the level of learning 

motivation for all pupils. 

With our “internet classroom” we take care for the systematic qualification and training – in the 1st triad 

(6– 8 years) and in the 2nd triad (9 – 11 years) where it is more a computer literacy as well as in the 3rd 

triad (12 -14) where we actually use digital literacy for learning which will be needed for their studies and 

the adulthood.  

 

Pupils have been questioned on their work in the internet classroom. They all answered that they would 

wish to have more possibilities of acquiring knowledge this way. And, following the interviews with 

teachers, we can draw a conclusion that most of them think that this kind of learning presents not only a 

variegation of lessons but in certain contents also makes it possible for children that they can, due to their 

high motivation and well presented information, supported with various multimedia elements, as for 

example picture materials, films, animations and simulations, acquire and consolidate objectives which are 

determined by the curriculum. E-materials have to be prepared in a qualitative way, so teachers prepare 

their own materials and tests in order to reach the goals they had set. The acquisition, consolidation and 

deepening of knowledge in the internet classroom is an excelled supplement to teaching and an excellent 

tool for evaluation – assessment of knowledge which presents another dimension in the new culture of 

evaluation and assessment of knowledge.  

We have found out that this type of work (often in pairs) incites in pupils cooperative learning and 

develops lifelong knowledge and computer literacy which is in the nowadays society essential.  It 

encourages also those who are not so successful in learning and enables individualisation of lessons.   

We unlocked classrooms: for pupils, parents and also for any accidental passersby. This makes sure that 

anyone can have a look into any classroom. This way teachers can exchange views and ideas on possible 

usage of classrooms which then encourages cross – subject connections and development of digital 

competences.  

 

Teachers have a perfect overview on the activities that pupils finished in the internet classroom. Teachers 

can see from the activities when pupils have visited the classroom, what sources they have checked and 

what activities they have performed.   Since the classrooms may be entered also by parents, they can check 

by themselves what activities have been going on at certain subjects. 

 

Internet classroom is a living environment since through it teachers can directly communicate with pupils 

or pupils communicate among themselves. This has been made possible through different forums and 

chartrooms. By using e – mail the internet classroom makes possible to have individual communication 

which contributes to deepen the relationship pupil – teacher. Through diversified, interesting and actual 

information which surpasses the provided curriculum, it offers to pupils a wider knowledge; it gives them 

directions and motivation for the acquisition of habits for lifelong learning.  
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Learning Aims / Intended Learning Outcomes of the ILE 

What are the core learning aims and which knowledge, skills or attitudes are to be acquired? (These 

may include outcomes related to learners’ social, interpersonal, or meta-cognitive development)   

  

Learning in the internet classroom encourages different categories of children to acquire key competences 

as for example communicating in mother tongue in foreign language, mathematical competences and 

principal competences of science and technology, teaching to learn, self-initiative, cultural awareness and 

social competences. It contributes greatly to the development of digital literacy. Through various 

connections to internet we can direct pupils to an independent searching for information and make them 

accustomed to a safe and critical use of ICT in their work, in their spare time and in their communication 

which contributes to the development of their critical and independent thinking. 

 

The use of ICT gives them support in their creativity and innovations as they can participate in not only 

solving problems but also in their preparation.  

  

Mutual communication and communication with teachers that is enabled by different forums and chat 

rooms as well as individual reports contribute to a deeper relationship of pupil – teacher and positively 

contribute to social and mutual development of children. The latter encourages also cooperative learning.  

 

Besides a qualitative assessment through messages the internet classroom represents also an excellent 

environment for verifying and assessing pupils' knowledge. At the final examination a pupil can get 

immediately feedback information on his success and he can check possible mistakes.  

Mistakes can easily be explained in the feedback information. Another advantage of this kind of 

knowledge verification and assessment is also automatic data processing and analysis of the test or its 

separate exercises. Computer analysis of results makes it possible to have a fast insight into the 

demonstrated knowledge of an individual and also the whole class, which enables teachers to detect those 

areas of knowledge where pupils have difficulties and need to be consolidated.  

 

Learners 

Which group(s) of learners is it aiming at? Who is eligible to take part? How many learners are there? 

What are their ages?  

 

Internet classroom is divided into separate subject areas (Attachment 7): 

 lower-class level including pupils of the third, fourth and fifth class; 

 upper-subject level which includes social sciences (geography, English, citizen education and 

ethics, history) and natural science subjects (mathematics, physics, chemistry); 

 formation subjects  (techniques and technology, music art education); 

 free selection subjects; 

 free interest activities; 

 departments of prolonged stay. 

 

The internet classroom is dedicated to the pupils aged from 8 to 15, and others who have already finished 

primary school programme can join in, too. At the moment the classroom has more than 1000 users. 

 

Facilitators 

Who are the teachers/facilitators? Who are the leaders? What are their professional backgrounds? 

What are their roles?  

 

More than 20 teachers are included in the project. Teachers come from the lower-class level managing 

classrooms for pupils from 3rd to 5th grade, and teachers of different upper-subject level (mathematics, 

physics, chemistry, music education, techniques and technology, history, English, geography, citizen 

education and ethics, computer science). Each teacher is the leader of his subject area and a tutor for the 

internet classroom for the area he is assigned for.  
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Organization of the ILE 

How is learning organised? How do learners and facilitators interact? What kind of pedagogy do they 

follow? What curriculum is used? 

 

Learning in the internet classrooms does not take place only during regular lessons, but pupils can enter 

them whenever and wherever they want to. Internet access is the only condition. Most pupils have this 

possibility at home, and they have at their disposal also computers in the school library and classrooms. 

The tools that internet classroom provides (chat room, forums, individual messages) make it possible to 

keep a very good interaction between pupils and teachers not only in the area of their knowledge but also 

in the area of developing other values important for children's growth into a holistic personality. 

 

A demonstration of an internet classroom:    

 

    

 
1. The use of internet classroom at school. 

 

a) Individual work of pupils at school within regular classes in the mathematical classroom and 

in the library.  Pupils independently solve exercises; they acquire and consolidate their knowledge. 

The use of ICT enables them to get immediate feedback information on their knowledge both to 

themselves as well as to their teachers. 

 

The working method is shown in the movie that can be found at the internet site http://www.o-sl-

mesto.kr.edus.si/joomla/e-gradiva/ 

After the knowledge has been consolidated teachers prepare tests for the assessment of the pupils’ 

knowledge. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

USE OF INTERNET 
CLASSROOM 

 

1.  IN THE SCHOOL 

 

A) INDIVIDUAL WORK 
OF PUPILS 

 

B) EX-CATHEDRA IN THE 
CLASROOM 

 

2. AT HOMOE 

 

A) ACCESS TO 
MATERIALS 

 

B) CONSOLIDATION BY 
SOLVING EXERCISES 

 

C) COOPERATIVE 
LEARNING  

http://www.o-sl-mesto.kr.edus.si/joomla/e-gradiva/
http://www.o-sl-mesto.kr.edus.si/joomla/e-gradiva/
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Example 1: Example of qualitative mark of an exercise  

 

It demonstrates a mark given to a pupil that composed a poem on firemen.  

 

 
 

 

Example 2: Example of computer analysis of exercises  

 

The example speaks about the water solution of two different basic materials which are shown in the two 

pictures. The constituent figures are given below in the table. 
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Certain exercises are composed by pupils themselves. See below some examples: 

 

Example 3: Examples of tasks that were composed by pupils    

 

Example 3.1: Crosswords Puzzle created in the programme Hot Potatoes. 

 
 

Example 3.2: Test, prepared in the programme Hot Potatoes (the author is Marko Lavrinec, grade 9r). The 

test is from chemistry; yes/no are possible answers; 
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Example 3.3: Shows films that were taken by pupils within the subject of English, done in the programme 

of Movie Maker.  

 

o Blaž Košorog  

o Blaž Poljanec  

o Nika  

o Iva Lukan  

o Jure Bernik  

o Katja Malenšek  

o Kristina Jovič  

o Larisa Šink  

o Luka Kemperle  

o Maja Hudolin  

o Nika Ambrožič˝  

o Peter Polak  

 

 

Example 3.4: PowerPoint presentations, which were prepared by a pupil of history. The presentation 

speaks about the Counts of Celje of the 15th Century.  

 

  

http://www.dvolver.com/live/movies-213759
http://www.dvolver.com/live/movies-210213
http://www.dvolver.com/live/movies-213352
http://www.dvolver.com/live/movies-214016
http://www.dvolver.com/live/movies-213975
http://www.dvolver.com/live/movies-213170
http://www.dvolver.com/live/movies-209875
http://www.dvolver.com/live/movies-210944
http://www.dvolver.com/live/movies-213385
http://www.dvolver.com/live/movies-214290
http://www.dvolver.com/live/movies-212790
http://www.dvolver.com/live/movies-210585
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b) Ex-Cathedra in the classroom for the creativity, consolidation, verification and assessment of 

the knowledge by using selected examples from the internet classroom with the help of interactive 

blackboard and portable tablet.   

 

              
 

Pictures 7, 8: Use of internet in the lower classroom instruction 

 

 

 

 
 

Picture 9: The use at the English lessons 

 

 

2. Use of internet classroom at home. 

 

A) They can look over the materials that they have learnt about earlier through the instruction. This 

way they can consolidate their knowledge and adjust the tempo to their personal capabilities.  

B) They solve different tests for the assessment of their knowledge.   

C) Internet classroom encourages the possibility of co operational learning.  
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Picture 10: An example of a forum, which encourages cooperational learning  

 

D) They communicate and cooperate with their treachery in a distance. Communication can take place 

in different forms: 

  through forums, 

  Through chatrooms,  

  Through individual communication  
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Example 4: Example of individual communication which is deepening the relation between a pupil and a 

teacher.  

 

 
 

 

 

Pupils are highly motivated for the work in the internet classrooms which has been clearly shown by the 

feedback we get through different forums or through blogs or surveys. 
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Example 5: Examples of pupils' feed back information on how they are satisfied with their work in the 

internet classroom   

 

Survey explanation and interpretation:  

Pupils of grade 4 give their opinion on the internet classroom. They mostly express their great satisfaction 

with it. Column one where majority of them subscribed in says that internet classroom is »something the 

best«, column two says that a few thought that they liked internet classroom and found interesting things in 

it.    

 

 

 
 

 

Blog 

 

 
“My life means experiencing learning through the help of e-materials.”  

From Šink Zala - Saturday, 6th December 2008, 16:11 

“It was very instructive, I think, I learned a lot. My feelings while working are: joy, excitement, 

astonishment, anxiety over some facts.”   Zala, grade 4d 

http://www.o-sl-mesto.kr.edus.si/moodle/user/view.php?id=1132&course=1
http://www.o-sl-mesto.kr.edus.si/moodle/user/view.php?id=1132&course=1
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Forum 

The Forum on the internet classroom is shown below. People commented it to be well organized, rich in 

contents, of good design, very interactive and instructive etc..  
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Learning Context 

In which context does learning take place? What does the physical learning environment look like? Are 

community resources used to facilitate learning and how?  

 

The internet classroom has been set into the virtual environment Moodle. Anyone can enter it also from the 

school web pages. The classroom has been presented also to parents. More and more parents are using the 

possibility of electronic communication with teachers or with the school.  

 

History of ILE 

 Who initiated it? For what reasons was it started and with what purpose? Have these changed since? 

 

The initiative to create an internet classroom has come from a small group of teachers at the PS Škofja 

Loka-Mesto; we wanted to bring teaching and learning closer to pupils and additionally motivate them for 

more knowledge. The motivation level was checked by a survey, by blogs written by pupils and by 

questions asked in a forum (Attachment 1). With that kind of work we wanted to encourage them not only 

to develop key competences, but also to the development of self initiative and creativity. Since the virtual 

environment of internet classroom has proved as an excellent tool for reaching the above mentioned goals 

and because we met a very positive response of both pupils and their parents we passed our ideas on to a 

wider circle of teachers. Pupils' motivation to use internet classroom encouraged teachers so much that 

even those teachers who at first did not plan them, started to prepare them; this opens opportunities for 

cross – subject connections and at the same we, the teachers, are also better digitally educated and teach 

cooperatively.   

This way the number of internet classrooms has increased up to almost all cross-subject areas and to 

different age categories of pupils. 

 

Funding of the ILE 

How is it funded?  

 

The project has not been financed and takes place within the frame of regular work of teachers.  

 

Learning Outcomes 

What are the learning outcomes achieved by the ILE, including academic, social, interpersonal and 

meta-cognitive outcomes? How is learning assessed? 

 

How do you document your work on the project (web page, films, research reports or evaluations, other 

forms of documentation …)? Please, submit your references or connections. 

 

Documentation describing or evaluating the ILE 

Is there documentation on this learning environment? Is there a website? Films? Research reports or 

evaluations? Other forms of documentation? (please supply references or links)  

 

Additional documentation is not necessary since the internet classroom is a document on its own. It can be 

reached at the internet address http://www.o-sl-mesto.kr.edus.si/moodle/. 

 

Other information you consider to be relevant to describe the ILE 

 

Attachment 7: Subject areas of internet classroom  

 

The web page shows different subjects, areas and matters that can be reached on the web pages, e.g., lower 

class level, upper subject level, physics, geography, history, foreign language, mathematics, chemistry, 

techniques, technology, computer science, leisure time activities, free choice subjects and even about the 

school leadership and different bodies as for example headmaster, school council, teachers assembly, other 

etc.;  

http://www.o-sl-mesto.kr.edus.si/moodle/
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